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Legacy NIM modules are antiquated, lacking parts and expertise for repairs, have limited readout capabilities, lack modularity. We 
have developed an analog to digital, laptop driven, Zedboard/FPGA-based facility (NIM+) currently using the PMs of a 3-fold 

scintillator array  to trigger the CMS HGCAL sensor boards being evaluated with cosmic rays and in a test beam. 

A three scintillator “telescope” (bottom left) is testing an HGCAL hexaboard (the red PCB).   FNAL daughter cards (middle [front 
and back] and right) discriminate up to 8 PM (or SiPM) inputs.  The digital discriminator outputs feed the ZedBoard (above) with 
its Xilinx FPGA running Petalinux for easy updates:

A GUI dashboard (right) provides an interface for 
the novice user to  program the FGPA:
• Individual threshold values can be set on 8 fast 

input channels down to 20mV.
•Deadtime is settable in 10ns increments.
•Output pulse widths are settable in 10ns 

increments.
•Arbitrarily Boolean output trigger signals are 

chosen from any 3 inputs.
•Counters include start/pause/stop.
•Parameter configuration state is saved.
•A live log is provided for the user.

Various connectors: 
Ethernet, VGA HDMI, etc.

FMC Daughter Card 
socket: 160 pin I/O

PMOD I/O 
(+3.3V)

ZYNQ 7000 SoC 
w/ Artix-7 FPGA 
& on-board,
1-core CPU

USB Port for PC 
control

+12V Power 
Supply

8 outputs:
4 TTL & 4  NIM

8 analog       
inputs:

Takeaway: To remedy the limitations of legacy NIM, we have developed a laptop-driven, FPGA-based test beam and cosmic ray 
facility (NIM+) for PMs or SiPMs.  It  provides upgrades in speed and modularity at far lower cost compared with alternatives.
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